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Abstract - Wireless Ad-Hoc Networks are especially helpful and quite well for essential circumstances such as defense, public 

safety, and disaster recovery. MANETs require communication privacy and security, notably in core routing protocols, when 

functioning in hostile or suspicious environments. The Trust Aware Privacy-Preserving Protocol (TAP3) is a mechanism for 

supporting the origin in proactively selecting a trust-able target and doing privacy-preserving route verification. We suggest 

TAP3 using the fellow recommendation model for MANETs in this work. Nodes use their features to discover their fellow node 

and use the trust to create strong connections with the random node via a multi-hop trusting chain by identifying the secure 

location. The verification duties are then spread among the nodes and validate the log updates without exposing the nodes' 

details. Unlike previous models that uncover node vulnerabilities or misconduct after an attack, TAP3 may guarantee the 

origin node to prevent data from being transferred through malicious nodes from the beginning and do verification without 

needing a third party. Our results show that this approach can locate problematic nodes with minimal overhead than the 

conventional routing protocol. 

Keywords - Ad-Hoc Networks, MANET, TAP3, Privacy-preserving, Nodes. 

 

1. Introduction  
To improve communication mobility, fourth-generation 

(4G) wireless communication combines mobile ad hoc 

networks (MANET) with other connections such as cell 

technology, wireless personal area networks, and third-

generation (3G) networks. The primary purpose of the 4G 

network is to enable mobile nodes to migrate around the 

world without even being constrained by enabling 

infrastructure [1-3]. The 4G systems provide one of the 

newer wireless networks known as MANETs. MANET is a 

mobile node network that uses multi-hop wireless 

transmitting and can operate without centralized 

infrastructure. Because wireless ad hoc lacks a stable 

infrastructure, nodes increasingly depend on fellow nodes 

for interaction [4]. The nodes can configure individually and 

construct an ad hoc architecture on the move. 

 

Moreover, many MANET implementation situations 

include functioning in dangerous conditions, implying that 

assaults are either anticipated or possible at the very 

minimum [5].  Whereas most previous work in protected 

MANET route discovery concentrated on security problems, 

less attention to privacy. Note that privacy doesn't mean 

confidentiality of interaction (i.e., data) between many 

MANET endpoints; that's also a fundamental aspect of 

protected MANET operation. Cryptography quickly acquires 

suitable access control remedies to establish or maintain the 

network. 

 

Integrating MANETs to the unsecured network for web 

access, on the other hand, poses significant risks and 

obstacles [10,11]. Ad hoc networking technologies typically 

have different compatibility than traditional internet routing 

algorithms. In ad hoc networks, routing protocols help with 

route training and management, whereas the web handles 

these activities by specialized routers executing routing 

algorithms. The communication between web nodes and 

mobile ad hoc networks is managed by customized mobile 

gates (MG) positioned at the MANET's border and linked to 

the communication infrastructure and the MANET. The MG 

must execute the infrastructural network's routing 

mechanism and the MANET's ad hoc routing algorithm to 

offer an interconnection between the two or more networks. 

 

Nevertheless, these previous mechanisms cannot be 

employed in the decentralized and simultaneous secure 

route-finding process. Initially, the dynamic routing 

protocol's connection overhead typically increases as the 

network size grows. In contrast, reactive routing approaches 

without a safe technique will result in some transmission 
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errors when malicious nodes are present. Furthermore, many 

routes, including AODV, DSR, and Multicast, use source-

based navigation. After sending the RREQ, the origin does 

not influence data transmission until a path to the target. As 

a result, various assaults, such as the black hole attack [6] 

and the wormhole attack [7], might occur during the route 

discovery process. Most significantly, they fail miserably to 

validate the behavior of nodes anywhere along the system's 

chosen path. The source has no way of knowing whether the 

subsequent routes have securely delivered the necessary 

communications and performed as intended without the 

participation of vicious attackers. The major problem for 

multi-path algorithms is choosing the path that decreases 

node failure probability while extending the network's 

lifespan [8]. During the routing discovery step, selecting a 

friendly approach and performing the verification are 

required.  

 

This study offers TAP3 confirmation in MANETs, a 

dynamic direction-finding exploration, and an automatic 

authentication process to address the issues above.  For 

starters, using active learning, TAP3 can assist the source in 

discovering the actual destination.  The method then verifies 

independently throughout the route to determine whether the 

intermediary routers are fraudulent. Our dynamic training 

describes a systematic selection theory [9] determining the 

multivariate vector length between the targeted host's 

present and typical states. Apart from that can be performed 

in a disseminated manner without assembling the entire 

node's data. Throughout authentication, the decentralized 

nodes work together to extract evidence from the route log 

using preset reasoning principles. Nodes may identify 

suspicious nodes upon that path from source to destination 

and their actual location using the obtained proof. Finally, 

TAP3 does not jeopardize the objective of saving every 

node's privacy [21]. Joining log tables from multiple routers 

is unnecessary to browse through several network log 

entries. Instead of relying on log proof acquired during the 

execution stage, TAP3 uses a combination of analysis and 

verification to fight attackers. 

2. Related Work 

Sun et al. [12] presented Daemon among the first 

solutions for integrating the ad hoc and Mobile network 

routing mechanisms. However, this method makes no 

mention of privacy or security measures. Using various 

routing algorithms for path-optimized connectivity across 

mobile networks was examined by Wakikawa et al. [15]. The 

routing has been implemented through the ad-hoc routing 

algorithm or the basic NEMO networking technique. Jonsson 

et al. [16] developed the Mobile IP for MANET 

(MIPMANET) system, which uses Mobile IP to provide the 

Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV)-based 

MANETs with internet connectivity between such a gateway 

and the MANET is a MIPMANET interworking unit. 

There has been a lot of research on reasoning threats or 

defects in databases [10] and networking [11,12]. Only a few 

articles have looked at reasoning in a decentralized and 

automated approach for the route. SNP [13] describes why 

computer networks are in a specific status to their controllers. 

ExSPAN [14] is a database framework that enables 

reasoning. None of these studies addresses why those 

conditions or log records are missing but do not appear. Wu 

et al. [15]describe a weak reasoning connection strategy to 

solve why-not queries in SDN. The study "Why not?" [16] 

can monitor unfavorable reasoning links in SDN and BGP as 

well. Both projects should have human workers, but they 

must not begin immediately. SDN can receive information 

from a controller that collects data from sensor nodes without 

regard for privacy. 

 

Broch J. et al. [17] offer a paradigm that enables a DSR-

based MANET to traverse diverse connection stages with a 

single access point. In a MANET IP subnet, this structure 

only allows for one gateway. In ad hoc networks, Kock and 

Schmidt [18] developed emerging mobile IP routers that 

connect to the entire system. Tseng et al. [19] suggested a 

method for upgrading typical IEEE 802.11-based edge 

routers to include the mobility of mobile nodes, allowing the 

ideal of pervasive broadband wifi access to become a truth. 

Perkins et al. [20] utilized Mobile IP as the foundation for 

offering mobile users movement, then extended it to enable 

extra services to mobile users at the network level and 

higher. 

 

In MANET, some techniques address the privacy 

difficulties raised by Kong et al.[14]. Anonymous On-

Demand Routing (ANODR) is the opening technology to 

guarantee privacy in ad hoc networks during multipath 

routing and packet forwarding. After ANODR's work, Seys 

and Preneel[22] introduced the Anonymous Routing 

Mechanism (ARM), which employs a one-time 

public/private pair of keys and addresses privacy in route 

finding and packet forwarding. Sy et al. [23]proposed On-

Demand Anonymous Router (ODAR) for reliable 

anonymous routing utilizing public-key cryptographic 

systems. Still, we require lengthy public/private key pairings 

to be established on every node for encrypted 

communication. When compared to ANODR, which may 

decrease routing performance, Zhang et al.[24] The 

Anonymous On-Demand Router (MASK) provides an 

AODV-like anonymously on-demand direction-finding 

scheme with excellent routing effectiveness. 

3. Proposed Methodology 

3.1. Architecture 

As shown in Fig. 1, TAP3 is a protocol that consists of 

three phases: neighbor identification, trust estimate, and 

verification. It provides a safe information exchange path 

and limits dangerous nodes by allowing each node to 

authenticate and calculate trust. Nodes, cluster heads, and 
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BS make up the network. BS provides centralized control 

and aids in reducing network capacity and processing 

requirements. For secure communication between two 

nodes, our proposed routing protocol employs a Modified 

Nearest pair-wise keys pre-distribution technique [25]. The 

setup server uses master keys to all servers, and for each pair 

of nodes (IDS, IDR), a complete set key KS, R=PRF KR(S) 

is created, where PRF stands for pseudo-random functional. 

All sensor networks in the communication limit of a new 

sensor node have specified keys. In addition, the Hash 

Message Authentication Code (HMAC) is used to ensure 

message integrity and validate sender authenticity [25-27]. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Architecture of Proposed Model 

 

3.2. Dynamic Fellow Identification 

Conventional Multicast routing technology needs each 

control and information payload to have the target address to 

determine a route and recognize a fellow [28-30]. An enemy 

node near the start or end, or on the communications channel 

among the two, would be able to connect the friend nodes 

and maybe learn their geo-location using this basic 

approach. We develop a dynamic fellow identification 

approach based on forwarding clustering to identify a fellow 

without disclosing the source and destination addresses. Two 

fellow pseudonyms, PDi and PSi, are established in the 

active fellow identification scheme for the forward and 

backward fellows accordingly. The sending and receiving 

addresses of the packets are replaced by the fellow alias.  

 

A transmitter node out an RREQ packet, including these 

other fake identities. When intermediate nodes get an RREQ 

signal, they try to decode and analyze fellow fake names to 

see if they are the target or "open the trapdoor," which hides 

the source and target addresses as described following. They 

create a routing information item for each fellow indicated 

by fellow identity PSi in RREQ because they're not the 

destination. When an endpoint receives an RREQ, it checks 

the received PDi to see if it is indeed the target. Because 

each node must execute a backdoor check, the efficiency of 

the check is critical. Using symmetric cryptography [31-33] 

and genuine IDs of transmitter and receiver, the first fellow 

fake accounts, PD1 and PS1, with forward and reverse 

fellows, are formed. An origin or a recipient can modify the 

nickname of a fellow at any moment. The forward sequence 

is used to produce successive fellow aliases based on the 

prior fellow alias to accomplish : 

 

PS1=fnKSD (S)→PS2=fnKSD (PS1)...→PSn=fnKSD 

(PSn−1)  

 

PD1=fnKSD (D)→PD2=fnKSD (PD1)...→PDn=fnKSD 

(PDn−1),   

 

To the intermediary nodes, the outcome of function fn 

appears random. The trapdoor verification is fundamental, 

requiring simply the computation of a hash and a quick 

search for a corresponding node [34-36]. Furthermore, the 

trapdoor test is performed when analyzing the RREQ packet; 

once the fellow has been forwarded, the check is no longer 

necessary when forwarding the following packets. An ideal 

data structure, such as a binary search tree, can be utilized to 

increase the efficiency of the trapdoor check-in of each 

node. 
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3.3. Dynamic Monitoring for Malicious Identification 

When senders send RREQ and target nodes react to 

RREP, they may all change their hash values to match the 

larger ones. The increasing speed of every node's OSeq and 

the DSeq in the RREP sent from the endpoints depends on 

the network's traffic status. For example, OSeq and DSeq 

will increase more quickly if the endpoint is dynamic on the 

route than if it is dormant. As a result, the DSeq threshold 

cannot be set to an unchanging value, and we must use 

dynamic, active learning to forecast the current DSeq level. 

The set of connections (network) condition in time slot Dti is 

defined by a 3D vector for Request(RREQ) and 

Reply(RREP) that travel across every node: yi = (yi1, yi2, 

yi3). Slot of time Dti is the time interval between when the 

source first started sending RREQ and when the final 

constructed route is reached. The sample estimated time is T, 

including N times during the route discovery process [37-

40]. The time it takes for the source delivering the RREQ to 

obtain the RREP ACK sent from the target is used to 

calculate the route discovering time. yi1 is the original 

sequence digit (SSeq) in RREP or RREQ, yi2 is the node's 

unique identifier (OSeq), and yi3 is the variance between 

RREP and RREQ's destination address (DSeq). The mean 

vector is then calculated using Eq. (1): 

 

�̅� =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑦𝑖,𝑁

𝑖−1      (1) 

 

Where N = routing discovery period 

 

Next, The range between the input sample data and the mean 

vectors is calculated �̅�:365. 

 

𝑑(𝑦) = |𝑦 − �̅�|2    (2) 

 

It will be evaluated as a compromised node if the range 

exceeds the maximum Th (which implies it may be out of 

bounds as a regular sequence number). 

 

{
𝑑(𝑦) > 𝑇ℎ ∶        𝑀𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠

𝑑(𝑦) ≤ 𝑇ℎ ∶ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒
   (3) 

 

From the training data set, the range with the highest 

value is retrieved as Th: 

 

𝑇ℎ = 𝑑(𝑦1), 𝐼 = max (𝑑(𝑦𝑖))   (4) 

 

'I' is the i value that optimizes the functionality d. (xi). 

To observe if the sequence digit vector is appropriate, we 

can use Eq. (3) to calculate the sequence digit threshold (4). 

We presume no malicious node exists at the start of the 

learning time interval. We let the nodes practice training 

from the first period T1 and then utilize the outcome for the 

sequence number judgment for the next time interval T2. If 

T2 is considered at steady levels, it will add the new data set 

to the training sample, and the old training dataset will be 

updated. 

 

3.4. TAP3 Algorithm 

S and D stand for transmitter and recipient, respectively, 

and Mi stands for intermediate routers (M1; M2; ...Mn). We 

offer three approaches to provide a reliable identification 

process: target log checking, active threat detection, and 

passive threat detection [41-44]. Which method we should 

employ in the next stage is determined by the result of the 

target log verification method. In Algorithm1's target log 

checking, we first determine the constraints that the origin is 

inferring for the target. The necessary set of rule ri is ri(left), 

while the resultant part of rule ri is ri(right). Then we utilize 

MHT to double-check the destination's log. We will use 

Algorithm2 to detect active attacks if the confirmation 

outcome does not match. Meanwhile, assuming the result is 

correct, we proceed to Algorithm3 to detect passive attacks. 

 

Algorithm 1 Fellow Node Identification 

Input: c, record entries; rc→Dt, the policy for 

determining the endpoint from the origin 
Output: outcome, indicating whether or not the log is 

lying on the target is right (outcome = FELLOW) or not 

(outcome ≠ FELLOW).  

Step 1: for ri  rc→ dt, do  

Step 2:     if ri(lhs) ⊆ C, then  

Step 3: mapi.put (n(lhs), n(rhs)); 

Step 4:     finish if  

Step 5: finish for 

Step 6: Collectioni_Record←map.value(); 

Step 7: for i ← 0 to Collection_ Record.size() do 

Step 8:     outcome ←Hash_Verify(Dt, 

Collectioni_Record); 

Step 9:     if outcome ≠ FELLOW then  

Step 10: break; 

Step 11:     finish if  

Step 12: finish for  

Step 13: return outcome 
 

When the outcome in Algorithm 2 is not matching, it 

signifies that the channel link is under various attacks [45-

47]. All intermediary gateways are stored in the 

intermediated route list variable (as the same case in 

Algorithm3). We initially filter out the rules that the origin 

elucidates the intermediary endpoints in active threat 

detection. The bit used to indicate that the intermediary 

routers' verification was complete is the flag bit.   We know 

the node completed all checks if Flag = 0. To identify the 

intruder, we reverse-engineer the intermediary routers. We 

may tell that the endpoint has declared the record false if mn 

is authentic. When Algorithm 2 is complete, we can produce 

the active assailant endpoint. 
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Algorithm 2 Dynamic Attack Detection 

Input: Intermediary_route_list (n1, n2, n3...nn), containing 

intermediary routers; c, log entries; rc→M, the policy that 

start node identifies the intermediary nodes. 

Outcome: The Fake node initiated the dynamic assault.  

Step1: for ri  rc→M, do  

Step2:     if ri(lhs) ⊆ C, then 

Step3: mapi.put (ri(lhs), ri(rhs)) 

Step4:     finish if  

Step5: finish for 

Step6: Collection_Record ←map.values();   

Step7: for m ← n to 1 

Step8:     flag_bit ← 0; 

Step9:     for i ← 0 to Collection_Record.Size() do  

Step10: outcome ← Hash_Verify(mj, Collectioni_Record); 

Step11: if outcome ≠ FELLOW then 

Step12: flag_bit ←1; 

Step13: break; 

Step14: finish if 

Step15: finish for  

Step16: if flag_bit=0 then  

Step17: if m = n, then 

Step18: return Target; 

Step19: else 

Step20: return Nm 

Step21: finish if 

Step22: finish if  

Step23: finish for 

 

As soon as the outcome of Algorithm1 is the same, we 

recognize we must investigate whether the linkage was 

subjected to a passive assault [49-53]. We, moreover, 

learned the source's rules to determine the intermediate 

nodes from the target. Then we go through all intermediate 

nodes and double-check the predicted logs. Finally, when 

detecting them, we add faulty nodes to the Malicious_list(). 

As it will examine more records and visit all intermediary 

nodes, Algorithm3 may take longer than Algorithm2. 

 

Algorithm 3 Submissive Attack Detection  

Input: intermediary_route_list (n1, n2, n3... nn), con-

taining intermediary routers; c, log entries; d, target 

node log entries rc+D→M, the policy that start node 

identifies the intermediary nodes. 

 

Outcome: Fakenode_list(), the Fake nodes list initiating 

the submissive attack. 

Step1: for ri  rc +D→M, do 

Step2:     if (ri(lhs) ⊆ C∪ D), then 

Step3: mapi.put (ri(lhs), ri(rhs)); 

Step4: finish if 

Step5: finish for 

Step6: Collection_Record ← map.values(); 

Step7: for j ← 1 to N do 

Step8:     for i ← 0 to Collection_Record.Size() do 

Step9: outcome ← MHT_Verify(nj, Collectioni_Record); 

Step10: if outcome ≠ FELLOW then 

Step11: Fakenode_list. add(Nj); 

Step12: break; 

Step13: finish if 

Step14: finish for  

Step15: finish for 

Step16: return Fakenode_list 

 

4. Experimental Results 
This part looks at how TAP3 affects navigation and data 

transmission rate. The ns2 simulator [9] was used to run our 

simulation. We examine the impact of TAP3 in situations 

when numerous pathways are recognized, and each packet 

on a stream may travel in a diverse direction. We adopt ad 

hoc on-demand multipath distance vector routing (AOMDV) 

as a basic multipath routing [17]. To use TAP3, we updated 

it to develop S-MPRF, a version that employs a stable 

station pseudonym. The simulation environment is 

summarized in the following table. 

 
Table 1. Simulation Parameters 

Simulation Period 1000 sec 

No of nodes 100 

Simulation Area 800X800 

Simulation Speed 25 m/sec 

Type of Model Random Waypoint Model 

Packet length 256 bytes 

Traffic pattern 
12 CBR/UDP connections (4 

packets/s) 

We evaluated packet delivery ratio (PDR), point-to-

point transmission interruption (delay), and routing overhead 

with various timeslots and a random waypoint model. With 

changing demographics, various multi-path forwarding 

degrades the PDR.  

 
Table 2. PDR Rate between TAP3 and MTRF and S-MTRF 

 

S.No 
Pause 

Time (s) 

PDR (%) 

MTRF S-MTRF TAP3 

1 0 90.5 93 95 

2 50 88 91 93 

3 100 90 92 95.5 

4 150 90 92.5 95 

5 200 89.5 91.5 93.5 

6 250 90.5 92.5 94 

7 300 92 94 96 
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As a result, packets are more susceptible to connection 

breakdown or network jamming because every packet 

follows a different route.  

 
Fig. 2a Packer Delivery Ratio (%) 

 

Table. 2 and Fig. 2 (a) demonstrate that the PDR is high 

for TAP3 and is reduced by 3% and 5% in various multi-

route routing protocols, such as S-MPRF and MPRF, 

correspondingly. This outcome indicates that modifying 

node pseudonyms has a minor influence. The fact that each 

stream has multiple paths that can break tends to increase the 

forwarding overhead considered necessary to resolve these 

failures. MPRF has a 42 percent higher routing overhead 

than TAP3, as seen in Fig. 2 (c) and Table 4. 

 
Table 3. Average Packet Delay (s) 

 

Data packets deliver on the shortest route in 

conventional routing methods. Data packets are dynamically 

spreading across various pathways with TAP3. The end-to-

end packet latency will rise because specific pathways will 

be longer than the shortest. Compared to TAP3, Tab. 3 and 

Fig. 2 (b) reveals a 50% rise in packet deliverance time 

compared to MPRF and S-MPRF. 

 
Fig. 2b Average Packet Delay (%) 

 

Table 4. Average Packet Delay (s) 

 
Fig. 2c Average Packet Overhead (%) 

5. Conclusion 
When used with a base station to connect to the internet, 

the TAP3 addresses privacy and security concerns in wireless 

ad hoc networks. The design adapts components such as 

monitoring, trustworthiness estimation, and reputation to 

supervise and decide the trust and reputation of network 

nodes. An observer determines the node state based on these 

variables and notifies other participants in the system if the 
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S.No 

Break 

Time (s) 

PDR (%) 

MTRF S-MTRF TAP3 

1 0 0.14 0.15 0.11 

2 50 0.15 0.13 0.12 

3 100 0.13 0.15 0.1 

4 150 0.15 0.13 0.1 

5 200 0.13 0.12 0.09 

6 250 0.12 0.13 0.11 

7 300 0.12 0.125 0.085 

S.No 
Break 

Time (s) 

PDR (%) 

MTRF S-MTRF TAP3 

1 0 2.4 2.3 1.74 

2 50 2.8 2.75 2.2 

3 100 2.5 2.6 1.72 

4 150 2.3 2.35 1.5 

5 200 2.35 2.4 1.52 

6 250 2.4 2.3 1.55 

7 300 2.45 2.32 1.5 
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node is malfunctioning (outlier or malicious). The TAP3 

combines the fellow identification and trust estimation 

system with privacy-preserving routing to meet privacy and 

security requirements. As a result, the suggested scheme has 

significance in the integrated context of wireless ad hoc 

networks. TAP3's performance is demonstrated via simulated 

results. For a limited increase of active nodes, the suggested 

scheme is appropriate. However, when the number of active 

nodes in a network surpasses a certain threshold, the mobile 

node energy usage is disproportionately large. As a result, 

the scalability element must be considered alongside existing 

principles in the future. In terms of latency, delivery ratio, 

and overhead rate, TAP3 outperforms MTRF and S-MTRF 

protocols. 
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